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AUTHORS’ NOTES AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The five texts included in this critical edition, Tezkiretü’l-

Büny¸n (TB), Tezkiretü’l-Ebniye (TE), Tu¥fetü’l-Mi{m¸rºn 

(TM), Ris¸letü’l-Mi{m¸riyye (RM), and the so-called Adsæz 

Risale (AR), together constitute the key sources avail-

able for the life and work of the great sixteenth-century 

Ottoman architect Sinan bin {Abdülmennan. Although 

put into literary form by the contemporary poet-painter 

Mustafa Sa{i, they are based on oral accounts that 

Sinan provided the writer shortly before his death 

in 1588. It is appropriate therefore to describe these 

five narratives as constituting what is in effect Sinan’s 

autobiography, a summing-up by Sinan of his life’s 

work intended as memorial for posterity.

 The present edition is based on the unique manu-

script versions of AR, RM, and TM and collations of 

multiple versions of TE and TB. The introduction at 

the beginning of the book describes the content and 

structure of the texts, catalogues the versions used 

in this edition, and constructs a stemma delineating 

their genetic relationships. This is followed by colla-

tions and translations of each of the five accounts, and 

by a series of appendices summarizing Sinan’s oeuvre 

and comparing the content and structure of AR, RM, 

TM, and TE. 

 Since AR, RM, and TM all exist in single manu-

script versions, the transcriptions of these texts are 

reflective of this fact. In the case of TE and TB, how-

ever, since multiple versions of these texts survive, 

none of which can be said with assurance to be the 

author’s holograph, a determination was made as to 

which among them was most authorative, and this in 

turn serves as the basis for our perfected text. Where 

variants are inserted into the authoritative versions, 

these are enclosed in parentheses. In the transcrip-

tions of the inventories of AR, RM, and TM, all of 

which are organized in block entries in the format 

of tax registers, lines within entries are separated by 

slashes (/). Turkish names and words in the transla-

tions conform to modern Turkish orthography, except 

for occasional technical terms and names in transcrip-

tion, which have been inserted in parentheses for the 

sake of clarity. Words and names that are not found 

in the texts but are inserted into the translation for 

the sake of clarity are enclosed in brackets. 

 We would like to thank a number of people who 

have given generously of their time and learning in 

connection with the preparation of this edition. In 

particular, we thank Prof. Gülru Necipoqlu (Har-

vard University), Prof. Günay Kut (Boqaziçi Üniversi-

tesi), the late Prof. Øinasi Tekin (Harvard University), 

Prof. Mahdi Alosh (Ohio State University), Predrag 

Metajic (Ohio State University), Dr. Muhittin Serin, 

Gönül Büyüklimanlæ (Milli Kütüphane, Ankara), Prof. 

Meral Alpay (~stanbul Üniversitesi Merkez Kütüpha-

nesi), Meral Alaku×, Dr. Zeynep Çelik (Topkapæ Sarayæ 

Müzesi), and the staffs of the Süleymaniye Kütüpha-

nesi (Istanbul) and ~bn-i Sina Elyazmalaræ ve Nadir 

Eserler Okuma Salonu (Milli Kütüphane, Ankara). 

Their kind assistance was essential to the completion 

of this work. 

Columbus, Ohio HOWARD CRANE 

March 2004 ESRA AKIN
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The system of transcription used here follows generally 

that described by Eleazar Birnbaum in his article in 

the Journal of the American Oriental Society 87, 2 (1967): 

122–56, except for the fact that we have used the letter 

q to indicate the q¸f. As the texts date to the late six-

teenth century, they are, following Øinasi Tekin’s rule 

of thumb, generally transcribed in accord with what 

is assumed to be Old Anatolian phonology. In accord 

with Birnbaum, where the Persian izafe is indicated by 

a hemze, it is represented in transcription as -}æ / -}i (as 

in Ka{be-}i ¥aqºqat or s¸ye-}i Ùud¸). Hyphens are used to 

break up the elements of compound words and names 

where the original orthography in the texts shows a 

clear division between the two constituent elements 

of the compound (as in Qara-boÚd¸n or ci¥¸n-pen¸h). 

We distinguish in transcription between the names 

of buildings, gates, etc. and the compound names of 

districts by writing the former as two words and the 

latter as one (e.g., Ay¸ Õ¡fya and Ay¸ª¡fya). 

 

NOTE ON TRANSCRIPTION

Transcription of Turkish words in the perfected 

texts has been normalized. In instances where in dif-

ferent versions of the texts variant long vowel signs 

like v¸v, etc. have been inserted into Turkish words 

by the copyist, these variations are indicated in the 

collations, since they are clearly intentional and thus 

should be seen as substantive variants. For example, in 

some versions of the texts the word buyurur is spelled 

without a v¸v (as buyurur), in other instances with a 

v¸v (as b¢yurur). Or again the toponym “Südlüce” is 

in some versions written without a v¸v (as Südlüce), 

in other instances with v¸vs (as S¢dl¢ce). In instances 

where a variant orthography of a Turkish word appears 

in all versions of the text, the normalized form is used 

in both the perfected text and the collations (buyurur 

and Südlüce). However, where variant forms appear in 

different versions of the text, while the normalized 

form is used in the perfected text, variants are indi-

cated in the collations.
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